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       I love life way too much and find fun in almost anything. I'm a
chameleon. 
~Kellan Lutz

I have no real tattoos. I wear my bruises and tons of scars as my
tattoos. 
~Kellan Lutz

I started out modeling at a young age and surrounded myself with
different brilliant minds. I have so many people to get educated from,
and I've been a sponge. 
~Kellan Lutz

Even if I make a fool of myself, it's better to have tried. 
~Kellan Lutz

A lack of communication leaves fear and doubt. 
~Kellan Lutz

When we're on set, we kind of joke around, and when we're rehearsing,
we change up the scenes and make each other laugh. We lighten up
the mood. The blooper reel is going to be amazing on 'New Moon.' 
~Kellan Lutz

I don't really like the gym. I like to fool my body. I run around the beach
and then there's scaffolding so I can just do different pulls-ups there. 
~Kellan Lutz

A lot of girls think they have flaws that really aren't flaws. I've never met
a girl who was just so secure about everything. 
~Kellan Lutz

Twi-moms! I love them, the little cougars! 
~Kellan Lutz
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I had so many older brothers who beat up on me, so I'm a tough kid. I
love mixed martial arts, weapons training, guns, knives, driving fast
cars and motorcycles. 
~Kellan Lutz

Lucky Justin Timberlake has Jessica Biel. I think she would just be the
coolest girl to hang out with. 
~Kellan Lutz

Producers and studios know what sells. It's nice to be one of the guys
that can help sell a movie by taking his shirt off. 
~Kellan Lutz

I have always loved fashion, but I have no expertise in it besides being
a model. 
~Kellan Lutz

I'm really great with weapons: I did a lot of bo and staff training for
'Immortals.' I love knives. I'm a pretty good shot. But I love
hand-to-hand combat. 
~Kellan Lutz

I did. I still do. It's kind of grown to a "Ren and Stimpy" kind of lab,
which is fun. 
~Kellan Lutz

When I'm in love with a woman, seeing her in something cozy makes
me not want to let go of her when I'm holding her. 
~Kellan Lutz

A real turnoff for guys is any girl who is way too into them. Like, you`re
being way too nice. Guys, as well as girls, like that sense of badness. I
want a good girl, who can be a little bad. 
~Kellan Lutz
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I'm really into extreme sports and just having fun. 
~Kellan Lutz

With my feelings, I hold a lot in, because I didn't always have
boundaries and people would take advantage of situations because I'm
a nice guy. 
~Kellan Lutz

I'd love to be a mad scientist who plays around with chemistry, and
solves all the world's problems and creates a few of them himself. 
~Kellan Lutz

I love trying to play the not-confident guy, the guy against my normal
character, because that's when real acting comes into play. 
~Kellan Lutz

I love competition. I thrive on it. I love being able to win the room over
before even walking through the door. 
~Kellan Lutz

I go to church every Sunday. I've always been a believer. I love singing.
I don't have the best voice - I just love getting my emotions out. 
~Kellan Lutz

I love doing action movies, I love pushing myself to the limit. 
~Kellan Lutz

I'm a comic geek, I love playing video games and I love reading comics.

~Kellan Lutz

When you do a movie, it's like going on a journey. It's really like the
director is the captain of the ship, and that energy, everybody feels. 
~Kellan Lutz
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I think it's very important to know what you want to do next versus just
leave it up to chance, really position yourself in the right footings to get
to where you want to be. 
~Kellan Lutz

I want to be acting until the day I die. I want to be in movies and
working with people who push me to be a better actor. That's what I
look forward to, and that's what's important to me. 
~Kellan Lutz

I just want to test out all that Kellan is and push him to the limits and
create new Kellans. 
~Kellan Lutz

I've been blessed with a good head on my shoulders and quite a good
ability of discernment. I can see through people. 
~Kellan Lutz

'Twilight' is such an amazing project, and I think it opened up doors for
all of us cast members. 
~Kellan Lutz

When I'm at craft services, I make the best-tasting,10-layer meat and
cheese sandwich with no bread. 
~Kellan Lutz

To be completely honest, I didn't know 'Twilight' was a book. 
~Kellan Lutz

I've had a great run with great projects. I love the film industry. It keeps
you young; it really does. 
~Kellan Lutz

You could do a hundred projects and still not have the fans that are
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there for Twilight. 
~Kellan Lutz

I collect dice and I collect coins. I travel the world so I love dice, I
always have dice on me. I collect magnets as well. 
~Kellan Lutz

I love having candles, especially when you get downtime. I could just
pass out seeing the flame flicker with the lights off. 
~Kellan Lutz

Motion capture is amazing. I prefer it. You wear a 'Power
Ranger'-esque suit, you have tape balls on you, you have 60 cameras
around you capturing your every movement and there's no hair, no
makeup. 
~Kellan Lutz

I have a lot of older brothers who messed up in different ways in my
mother's eyes. So I learned from all of their mistakes. 
~Kellan Lutz

It was really fun to bring that scene to life. I can't wait to see it at the
premiere with the fans. 
~Kellan Lutz

I love someone who tries to boss me around. 
~Kellan Lutz

I don't Google myself, but I've heard that people think I'm gay. I've
heard it all. 
~Kellan Lutz

The coolest part about seeing a girl wear something comfortable is the
smile that you can just feel coming through from inside her. 
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~Kellan Lutz

I probably have more friends from 'Twilight' than I've ever had in my
whole life. 
~Kellan Lutz

'Immortals' is all action. I love action movies. That's really where I want
to spearhead my career. 
~Kellan Lutz

I love Poseidon. His trident - his weapon - is really cool. 
~Kellan Lutz

I want to rob a bank so much - and I'm from the Midwest, so we have
like one bank, no security cameras, and so I designed this thing. 
~Kellan Lutz

It's funny when people say you have sex appeal or call you the next
Brad Pitt. I just laugh. I'm not that. I don't want to be that. 
~Kellan Lutz

I am so fidgety - I swear I have ADD - and I always need to be doing
something or being outside, just playing sports. 
~Kellan Lutz

I always wanted to play a Greek god in something. 
~Kellan Lutz

I bet on everything. Everything. It's just like, 'I bet you I can spin my
chair longer.' Everything, I say 'I bet you.' I love to win. 
~Kellan Lutz

I love playing the bad guy getting away with stuff. I was that kid who
learned from my older brothers who got away with everything by
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smiling. 
~Kellan Lutz

I love to read. I have a Kindle, and it's nice to be able to download
books that people refer. 
~Kellan Lutz

A lot of girls in L.A. just stand in the corner wondering 'Who's gonna talk
to me? Who am I gonna diss?' 
~Kellan Lutz

As long as I can wear something that's not too tight, I can move in it, it's
not too thick, and I can breathe, it's great. 
~Kellan Lutz

People are seeing me as the guy who wants to get hurt, who wants to
break a bone, get bruises. And that's how it was growing up with six
brothers. I got beat up, and I beat up people. 
~Kellan Lutz

By no means do I want to be a piece of meat for the rest of my career.
It's funny when you get asked to do a talk show, and then they follow it
up with requesting you take your shirt off. 
~Kellan Lutz

I used to wear sweats and a T-shirt to auditions, but my agent would
yell at me and tell me I had to look nice and presentable. So I had to
drop that habit. 
~Kellan Lutz

I love mythology, grew up loving it. I'm a middle kid, big family, that's
the thing you did in the farm country. I lived in Iowa, I loved mythology. I
don't know, we're like that. 
~Kellan Lutz
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I don't have TiVo, but I watch a lot of 'Judge Judy' - it makes me happy
about my life when I see what the people on that show do. 
~Kellan Lutz

I've never broken a bone in my body, even though I've done some
extreme things. 
~Kellan Lutz

This [Twilight] cast rocks! We get along so well together it's like a real
family which is great to see. 
~Kellan Lutz

With each movie [Twilight saga], we went in trying to explore that
character a little deeper, or in a different sense. But, at the same time,
there was a comfort in knowing that you know this person. 
~Kellan Lutz

I finish so many books it's amazing. I'm also doing Rosetta Stone,
learning some French. 
~Kellan Lutz

I'd love to do a movie like 'The Machinist.' It's an extreme movie but it
takes you to a place that is quite impressive. 
~Kellan Lutz

Invent. I love inventing, that's my first passion. 
~Kellan Lutz

You can't just build a huge chest and arms. You need to work out your
body evenly. Otherwise, A, you'll look weird, and B, it's not the best for
your body. 
~Kellan Lutz

I would just love to create a bunch of patents, I have a book of 50 right
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now. 
~Kellan Lutz

It's all about the quality of the fabric, how soft it is and feeling
comfortable in what you're wearing. 
~Kellan Lutz

My genetics are good, but they aren't crazy He-Man style. 
~Kellan Lutz

Michio Kaku and Albert Einstein, they're both so ahead of our time. It's
just fascinating to read about them, what their theories are on loopholes
and everything else. It's fascinating stuff. 
~Kellan Lutz

[Nikola] Tesla is great! Tesla I actually deal with - I have this thing
called the Cop Stopper that deals with Tesla's technology. It's like a
PokÃ©mon ball and you push the button. 
~Kellan Lutz

Actors strive to be part of something like 'Twilight' and what 'Twilight' is,
is unbelievable. 
~Kellan Lutz

I could definitely take someone out with my bare hands. 
~Kellan Lutz

I did Hilary Duff's 'With Love' music video-slash-fragrance ad. 
~Kellan Lutz

I lived in a tiny Midwest town, so I was always looking for adventure. 
~Kellan Lutz

I love competition.And I thrive on it. I love being able to win the room
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over before even walking through the door. 
~Kellan Lutz

You don't get to Define me, only I can Define me, all I wish from you is
to recognize my Definition. 
~Kellan Lutz

I love going out for any audition. I'm very professional, I study my stuff, I
work on it, and even if I'm not right for the job, so what? I know I did my
best. 
~Kellan Lutz

People fall out of love, or get married for the wrong reasons. People
change. The older generation - they got married and had a kid when
they were 20. How do you know who you are when you're 20? 
~Kellan Lutz

I've got a lot to learn, and I'm very blessed to work with such talented
actors. I'm nowhere near my goal. It's all about applying yourself and
taking time to work and train. 
~Kellan Lutz

[My favorite scientist] Michio Kaku. He deals with wormholes. Check
him out. He's great. 
~Kellan Lutz

I've been very much intrigued by and impressed with women. But I've
never been intimidated. Even if I make a fool of myself, it's better to
have tried. 
~Kellan Lutz
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